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SPECIFICATION

Multiplication scheme using column compressors

Background of the Invention
romoonents for digital data processing systems and more particularly

lame number of iterations to be performed during soenm c m a ^ adders gnd

of the multipliers incorporated into a computing system

15 of the system.
. anuMrliercomputjng devices to multiply by generating and then'accumulate

It has been customary ,n imany
f

"rJ-ercompminfl

g shjft operation for eacn blt o the

one partial product for each bit of the mult pl.e • the J serially and were quite time consuming

squaring functions followed by a subtract °".
JJ
P^

n|t ^ multip |icatjon was performed on each

Additions." However, the c.rcu.t taught by S.ngn
_

complete product. multiplication circuit than currently available from the pn

What is desired now, however
is an even tasier mu

propagation delay to get to the output wherejn tne complete multipl.cat.on product

55 monolithic, large scale, integrated circuitry.

Summary of :he mention . ^ para ,|e |
operation, multiplication circuit

The objectives of this invention ar ach. v d in a nign spe
,

integrated circuitry.
6Q

ma? be implemented in current mode'^^^^„^t nn^l^mmr^

^e«^ ee

e5°blncompressormayoperateup nthearray f partial products to compr ssthe initial array into
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10

15

successively smaller arrays, reducing the number of rows until only two rows remain. Compression may be

achieved for each column, and concurrently with the other columns.

A carry-look ahead adder may operate upon the remaining two rows to provide the complete product.

Description ofthe Drawings . mus.,~a*~*mh
5

The advantages, principles of operation and special features of this .nvent.on may be readily understood

from a reading of the following detailed description of the invention in conjunction with the accompanying

drawings in which like numerals refer to like elements and in which:

Fiaure 1 is a circuit diagram of an 8 bit x 8 bit multiplication circuit embodying the invention.

Figure 2 presents a circuit diagram of a single multiplication multiplexor shown in broken rePrese"tat,°n 10

as to duplication of identical elements, a plurality of which multiplication multiplexors are found in the circuit

°f

Faults 3, 3A and 3B comprise a circuit diagram of a single column compressor, a plurality of which

column compressors are found in the circuit of Figure 1

.

1

5

°rl^^^S^ circ.it is implemented in median scale integration
,
curren^mocJHog*.

An unsigned integer multiplication circuit. Figure 1 . for handling an eight bit multiplier 108 and an eight b.tS multiplicand 106 is implemented on two I.C. chips. The multiplication scheme of this '^.0"

,n operates to obtain a final product 1 10 in essentially two operations. In the first operation, a set of addends is 20
20

obtaTned being the partial products of the eight bit multiplier 108 and the eight bit mult.pl.cand 106 In the

second operatL the set of addends is reduced to a sum equaling the final product 1 1 0. Product 1 10 is a

^^Xwvto* set (matrix array) is generated in a partial product;
array-comprising four

„ idenTa?mu^ 25
25

Corpora ion, part number ECML-2M31. Figure 1 shows the partial product array operating iiipo e gh b.t

mXlicand 106 represented by X0 through X7, wherein X, is,he least significant bit; and an eight b.t

multiplier108representedby Yothrough Y?, wherein Y0 is the least significant bit.

tifnMth„
Each of the multiplier multiplexors 101, 102, 103, 104 generates two-times, one-times, 0"ero-t«ne« the

,„ multiplicand 106 in true or complemented form corresponding to the value of the particular three bits of 30
30 Z . t n ^ 108 or its incuts "Y-1 " "YO" and "Y1" inputs. The additional input "P" controls the

rmoKentaStS
wo* i, TitheMh ^positive (where "P" input = 0) or negative ("P" = 1 ) logic. The Truth Table I below defines

SSS^toZ Pc P, Pe) from each of the multiplier multiplexors 101, 102, 103and 104for orgiven

35
inputsignalsonits"Y-1,"Y0"and"Y1"inputterminals. 35

"Y1" "Y0" "Y-1" "P" Ps

40 "P"=0 "P"™1 P=0 P=1

1 1 1

1 1 o

1 0 1

50

0 10
0 0 1ooo

TABLE I

"Pi"

»P"=0 ••P*'-1

1 1

X,

*; Xi

X,-,

S-i 5T,_i

X, %
X, XT

0 0

40

1 1

X7 X7

5?7 X7 45

0 1 1 Si- J- j f"
. n X, 35 X, x?

x7 x7

0 0 50

WHERE:

T)+(Pi©X..i)Y1Y0Y-1 55

nVoY-1 + (P(±j:

Y1Y0Y-1

« P, = (P^X,KYiY0Y-1 +T1Y0Y=T) + (Pi©X..i) Y1Y0Y-1

V(P^^Yir0Y^ + (Pf^(Y1YOTl+Y1Y0Y^TI

+ Y1Y0Y-1

Pa = (P©X7) (Y1Y0Y-1 +Y1Y0Y^T + Y1Y0Y-1) + (P©X7 )

(YIYOY^l + YfY0Y-1 + Y1Y0Y-1) + Y1Y0Y-1
60

60

^^toTJpartia^ duct array (MM 101-104) interconnect! n, Figure 1, each multlpll

10M02 iS, 104 is connected for perating in parallel and has its "X, ' input terminal^connected n common

heXobrtof*emultiPl^ cc

65
multiplicand106;its"X2"inputterminalconnectedinc

mm ntotheX2 b.t f the multiplicand 106, its X3 6S
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Mto Ike X. bit ol .he multiplicand 106, ... X^™ut~,
01h, x,,,it0,,i>e multiplicand 106; and

^:r~n^^^^
of the multiplier. ,i.„„miin rf its "Y-1" input connected to the Yi bit of the multiplier

MM 1 02 has its "X-
1
" input connected to 9™^^' ^.J; 1 gg jts "Y1 "input connected to the Y3 bit of

106, its "Y0" input connected to the Y2 bit of the multiplier iu» ano w
1Q

10 the multiplier 108. ,y_r ut connected to the Y3 bit of the multiplier

MM 103 has its "X-1" input connected to ground rts

J J

'"P
input connected to the Ys bit of

108. its "Y0" input connected to the Y4 bit of the multiplier 108

the multiplier 108. j,„„rnnnriandits"Y-1"inputconnectedtotheY5 bitofthe

column compressor components
111. I".

J"."
< ' ^ £ h of the column compressors (CO

and which perform the array ormM̂ e^0^^^ Burroughs Corporation and identified by part 20

20 1 1 1-1 18 is an identical component of he type manufa ured by Bu

^^ ^^^
"SL" "S.o.""W "DC," "LS," and "EC/'

jnput connected to the Po output

CC 111 has its "Co" input connected to Y, btof mump «"

MM 101>CC1 11 has its "S2B
" input 25

25 of MM 101, while its "D," input is connected to the P, ou
J** J" of cc 112 . CC 112 in turn has its

25
connected to ground, and its "S2d" output connec ed t the *. W

„ connecteo t0 the
-S„" input of

"S,o" output connected to the "S2B input of CC .» .
. , of CC 1 15, CC 1 1 5 has its "S20

"

C
S

C ?14 Likewise CC 114 has its^J^^TZ S?*5 ^unconnected to the "S2B" input of CC

output connected to the "S2B" input of CC 1 16.
.

CC vn nas »

30
117°and CC 117 has its "S2B" output"^"^^..^u;??Sc 117; lita^ «« 'W* output of

30
The "Soc"outPutofCC118,sconnec,ed^^^

connected to the "Soe"input of CC116 the S«
_%Ut

u
°;, cc , 14, the "S0c" output of CC 114 is connected

the "Sec" output«*"™£^JZ£J& 1 3Ts connected to the "S0E" input of CC 1 11. and the

tn the "Snp" input of CC 1 13, the Soc output 01^ ,
- rri11

"S0?ou Put of CC112is connected to the "S0E
35 ^e"Co'MnputofCC112isconn^

output of MM 102, the "Cs input is °" j ^, tne pfoutput of MM 101

.

output of MM 102, and the "D3
" .nput is connec^ 108> wni ,e the "Co" input is connected t

Tho "CS" input of CC 113 isconnected^^^^^amA^^V'inm^^^
40 the P0 output of MM 103. the "C" input

«""^2SJ'JJ J, 0
P
utput ofMM 103, the "D," input is

40
toth^outputof^
connected to the P3 output ofMM 102, Vj „

, , „ tied t0 the P0 output ofMM 104, the C,

The "Ce" input ofCC 1 14 is tied to ground vvh I. the C,
,

«ipi« « ^ jnput „

inputistTedtotheP.outputofMMIOS he C2

"X'^ofCCI^^ M
Ou^:tofMM103,the"C2

"inputisconnect^ 50

input is tied to the Pe output of MM 101
. ^ „c input „ tied to the P, output of

The "Co" input of CC 1 1 7 is tied to the ^irtolMMi connected to the P* output of MM
MM103^he"C2"inputisti d to the P8 output of MM "^

put is c nn ctedtoth P8 utputof

r.I"D,"inputis connect dtothe^^^

60 MM 103, the '-'D2
" input is connected t the rB uip

output of MM 101. _
outoutof MM104.whil th "C," input is connectedIt the

The-Cs-inputofCCHSisc nnectedtJ^ 0^*^* fMM 1 02, and the "Cj" input is tied to the

Peoutput of MM 103, the "C," input is connected to the r. uip

P8 output fMM101.
^omnressors 111-118 are c nnected to four identical arithmetic I gic units

« The utput fr m the column compressors 111

30

35

40

'Ci

45

55

60
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120 121 122 and 123 connected to operate in parallel. Each of the arithmetic logic units
;

(ALU) 120-123

nprforms a simple addition operation. The ALU's 1 20-123 are commonly available and herein a type

S2S^£ i™«gh. Corporation as identified by part number BCML-2M03. Each havennput..labeled

"& »»r ""A »"R, ""A," "B,," and "C 1(
" while having outputs labeled "So, S„ S2,

s* ana W
5 lie outputs of the ALU's 1 20-123 connected in parallel define the bits of the 1 6-bit product 1 10 wh,ch .. the 5

JcJnt,iV« However in the principal embodiment ALU 120 is connected as a carry-look-ahead adder
represent* on-However, ™ P™*"^

J has jts „c ,.
, t connec,ed to ground, its "B0" input

w,th specialcar^^
10

, 0
connected to the Soc

1 1 , he "B," input connected to the "ES" output of CC 1 1 1 . the

npu connected to the DC o«tp« rt un. ^ p
^^^^ Qf

connected^
mputofALU

1

5

1

2

L "A " inout of ALU 1 21 is connected to the "DC" output of CC 1 1 2, while the "B0" input is connected to

The Ao input otmlvj
# connected to the "EC" output of CC 11 2, the "Br input is

the "ES output« M̂"J*J ^ Tthe "AXu.£ connected to the "DC" output of CC 1 13. the "B2
"

th^'ES^utpSofcClli^the ts> outP"^
'

ofccl15 tne "A3
"inputisconnectedtothe"DC"outputofCC115,the B2

°

n7t^

tho "ns" outout of CC 1 17, the "A," input is connected to the "DC" output of CC 1 17, B2 .

S^ctd^^

outDut of ALU 1 20 are the P2 and P3 bits of the product 1 10, respectively. The So, Sy S» and 5,

outolof AUJ121 aretheP4.P8,P6.andP7
bitsoftheproduct110,respect.velV The

' ^ ™d
„

«S " outouts of ALU 122 arethe P» P9. P10 and P„ bits of the product 110, respectively. The S„ S„ S2,

that multiplier 1 08 is given in the form

:

' input

15

20

25

30

35

40 n-l

Y

45

^ |
yi

2
l

= VlYn-2*VYlY0 TbCn Y b° rcPre86nted

i^O n-l nrl

aS the difference Y = U-V, U * u^1
f V « / ,

V
i
2

50

50 where u, =(yi - .
Yi-i^ Vi - Yi-i<°- and

0 otherwise; and v, 4ft - Yi-i|if y, - Yi-t 0

andOotherwise
tnenYcan also be stated as: Y - 1000000000 - 0000000100. Thus a string f

^

"Tem^
subtracted for every 1 in V. However, addons a

|( fae easi|y obtained ,

three consecutive binary positions YM and Y l+v i ne to
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TABLE II

Y- , Yj Yi+i OPERATION

5
r\
\j 0 0 Add zero to partial product

5

1
AV 0 Add multiplicand to partial product

o 1 0 Add multiplicand to partial product
10

10
1

0

1 0 Add 2 times multiplicand to partial product

n 1
Subtract 2 times multiplicand from partial product

15

to 1 0 1
Subtract multiplicand from partial product

0 1
1

Subtract multiplicand from partial product

1 1 1
Subtract zero from partial- product

20

25

30

25

30

T.ustheoperationsdescribedinTab,.^^^

iing interconnection between the;components •Jjl^ ag a sjng|e unit in Figure

Multiplier multiplexor's 101 102.^^^^ "X-1," inputs "Y-1," -W and a

2 Figure 2 shows MM 101 to have inputs Xo
„
7

'

descriDed above. The eight outputs are

-YV' as well as the "P" input for a duplication of circuitry for handling

.abe'led P0 through P8 . This ""g* th Scuitry interconnections with a brea away

the plurality of inputs in paralle and«^c™8™
the pr0cessing of input bits "X2

" through X5 and

portion of that part of the circuitry directly
"J™* .

<x_r and "Xo" through "X7
" is an inverter

fhe output bits P, through P5. Connected to «ch of the input X ^ non.inVerted output. As

driver having an inverted input and an inverted « ™'
s

a

connect̂ d t0 the inverted input of driver 201.

aates 214, 21 5 are connected to the driver 203, NAND gates ™- <
21

0

through 219 has an

SUdm es 218. 219 are connected to the driver 205 E^^^^i^m th, drivw M1. 202.203, .

mCertedandanon-invertedl^
*R 204 and 205 are each connected to an ,nverted 'npu

,V°
/"

f

e
drivers 201 , 203, 204. and 205 are each

so gates 21 1.21 3. 21 5, 21 7 and 21 9.
226, and 227 are connected in parallel to the

50 9
Seven inverted input NAND9*^^^£^^<« driver 207 is connected to a first inverted

output of the drivers 207. 208, and 209. The no"™™*™*
driver 207 is connected to a first inverted

fnout to the gates 221 , 222, and 223. The .nverted output of <h° a"v* connected to a

input^^ «

S5 second inverted input to the gates 221. 224 and1
22*wninnn non.jnverting outputfrom the

55
Snnected to a second inverting input on the fs"2

' 224 and 226 while inverting outputfrom

driver 209 is connected to a third invert.ng input on the gatesM.t ^
60

feacnoTine^ gate 21 1 is conn c»ai»—»-» 65

65
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the gate 232 while the non-inverting output from the gate 212 is connected to a first inverting input to the

gate 234 and a first inverting input of the gate 237. The non-inverting output from the gate 213 is connected

toafirstinv rting input of the gate 234 and a first inverting input of the gate 237.

The inverting output from the gates 214 and 21 5 are connected in common and to a first inverting input of

5 the gate 238 as well as to an additional gate out of Rgure 2. The non-inverting output from the gate 214 is

connected to a first inverting input of the gate 239 as well as to an additional gate out of the figure. The

non-inverting output from the gate 215 is connected to a second inverting input of the gate 239 as well as to

an additional gate out of the figure.
, .

The inverting output from the gates 216 and 217 are connected in common to a first inverting input of the

1 0 gate 243 as well as a first inverting input of the gate 246. The non-inverting output from the gate 21 6 is

connected to a first inverting input of the gate 244 and a first inverting input of the gate 247. The

non-inverting output from the gate 217 is connected to a second inverting input of the gate 244 and a second

'TateS
P
andVlVhave their inverting inputs tied in together and to a first inverting input of the gate 248

15 and a first inverting input of each of the gates 251 and 253. The non-inverting outputfrom the gate
i
21 is

connected to a first inverting input of the gate 249 and a first inverting input of each of the gates 252 and 254.

The non-inverting output from the gate 219 is connected to a first inverting input of the gate 249 as well as a

second inverting input of each of the gates 249 and 252 and a second inverting input of the gates 254

Jne inverting output from the gate 221 is connected to a third inverting input of the gate 232, as^we I as.*y

20 each of a third inverting input of the gate 237, an inverting input of the gate 242, an .nverting input of the gate

247, and aninverting inPu?of the gate 252, as well as, an inverting input of correspondmg gates out of the

fi

The "inverting output from the gates 222 and 224 is connected together and to a second inverting input f

'

each of the gates 233, 238, 243, 248, as well as gate 253 and corresponding gates out of the figure..

25 The nverting output from the gates 223 and 225 are connected in common to a third invert.ng mput of
25

eac5 of the gates 234, 237, 244. 249 and 254, as well as <°"esP°f^
output from the gate 226 is connected to a second inverting input of each of the gates 23

1,
£36, 241

,

^246
i

and

251 as well as corresponding gates out of the figure. The inverting outputfrom the gate 227 is fed to an

?nvertin^
30

^The gates 231 , 232, 233, 234, and 235 have their inverting outputs connected in.cfrnmon anc
I

to an

inverting input of a driver 261 . The inverting outputfrom each of the gates 236. 237, 238, 239 and 240 are

TnnSd in common to an inverting input of a driver 262. The inverting outputfrom eachof the gates 241,

242 243 244 and 245 are connected in common to an inverting input of a driver 263; while the mvertmg

J\ «' „a^h«fthonat«246 247 248 249 and 250 are connected in common and to an inverting input

and?oa"invert^ginputofadri

andrivS oS dmg counterpart

Informs the most significant bit po out of the multiplier multiplexor ciront;^^^^* ™

An the driver 262 is the output bit p,; the inverting output from the dnver 263 forms the output bit p9 ,
the

" KertS
foJms IheWit bit p.. Output bits p* p* p* and p5 they are accounted for from simHarcrcurtry out of the

^"column compressors^

45 Figures 3A, and 3B. CC 1 1 1 through 118 operate in parallel to perform a manipulation s.m.lar to the foil wing

pvnlanation which includes an illustration in Table III.

C avoidaTci of excessive carry-propagation time is implemented by column compress,on where
i

carries

are not Sowed to propagate until the very last moment Assuming that the sum of 6 numbers is to be

Sted°TOs partia'p^oduct array may, as an illustration, be represented by the array in Section "a of the

50
^Multiple addition as implemented by column compression is achieved by summing'"^^ 'jj*

each column, i.e. counting the number of Vs in column. Since each column's sum is up to 7. the bmary result

fs chained n three bits as shown in Section "b" of the Table III. As an example, the thirdM»tant
hit^roiumn contains six 1's These 1's are added up and expressed in binary form, on a diagonal line

55Sg^
Section "a

" Here a binary "1 10" is written equaling 6. Similarly the number of ones in each of the other

coSmSs is addeS and written binarily on a diagonal. A second reduced "array" is written in Section b of

60 op?rat dC" Sample adder component With th illustration of Table III the very n xt reducti n 60

p? duces a^w -r w array. Section "c." A simple addition pr videstheoutputSect.cn d.

(112+143+60+198+255+100+30=898)

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

55
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TABLE III

27 2
e 2

s 2
4

2
3 2

2
2

1 2°

; ! ? ; i <>
1601

' ° ;
! ; : ss

10

15

°. i ; ? : ;
" °

1 o o o o o000010
b

0 1 1 1 1
1 1 0

! 0 0 0 0 0 0 010000101 15

0 0 0 1 1
i 0 ° n

1 00110001000
0

20 "d" 0

(898) 20

25

30

35

40

Acircuitdiagramshowingthede,^^^

invert^ outplt and a"O^S^^X^^r^ to the input of the driver 302;

is connected to the input ofthe driver 301 , *h '« tn
? °? P

t is connected to the input of driver 304; the

30 the "D3
" input is tied to the input of dr ver 303 i he D

*,'
n
,f
u

connected to the input of driver 306; the

-oVinputisconnectedto^
»D "input is connected to the .nputofdr^

input is tied toth^

Theinverting output of driver 301 's

<»7«f^^ is connected to

322 as well as the gates 324 and 326. The non''"v^^n
0"*

f

U'

cn of the gates 323 and 325.

60 m and *. g.«s»^^JS^KKSc.! re.VcUv, i«.™>nn«c.io™«^P«»

are the gates 360, 361, 362, 363, 364, 365, 366, 3«7- 36»,
h te 361 , while the inverted output from

Cut?romthe gate 320^ 60
the gate 320 is connected in commonw th the *

and an inverting input to the gate 362.The

60fromthegate322asr..ast an,nve^

non-inverted output from the gate 321 is c nnectoai ^ ^
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, u t^WiBS and 367 While, the non-inverted output from the gate 323 is connected to

input ofeachoftheg^

Gate380hasanothe^ 15

together. - * ^ rt«rtinnfnrtheoates340,341, 342, 343,344,345, 346,350,351,

Figure 3B shows an identical^^^"^^1^SmW4. and 375, respectively, as described

352, 363, 354. 355, and 356 and the gates^368, 369,£70,
J"

'"J ' n n 367 Additional gates 20

20 above in connection with the gates 320*™*™'™^$^nZ^^bri above.

382 and 383 shown in Figure 3B^""^ output of the gate 374, a

Specifically, the gate 382 has a first inverting nput ™ ™"
375 and a tnird inverting input

second inverting input connected^
connected to the inverted^^^JJ^J^ connected to the inverted output of the gate 374 25

25 gate373andthegate371 Ga^
and the inverted output of the^ttAiacamnwvv

inverting input to the gate 372.

non-inverted output of the driver 314 which also
and a

°
e ,£ned by gates 384, 385, 386,

Thegates380,381.382,and383contmuethecom^

387, 388 and 389 and drivers 390
to the inverted output of the gate 361. the 30

30 output of the gate 360 and a second inverting "P^0

^
6^^^ te 386. Gate 384 has a third inverting

inverted output of the gate 362, as well as an mvert^

input connected to an inverting «"?* AjJ^^ ^rting input connected to the non-invert d

which are connected in common. The gate 385 has a^™"°'n™ 8
n;n_jnverted output of the gate 363.

output of the gate 361 . whi.e a third invertingJgJJ^^^^^nd 363 which are 35

35 Gate 386 has an inverting input connected t
'

tK« aate 38sYs connected to the non-inverted output f th

connected in common.^^.'^S^^S^TL non-inverted output ofthe gate 364.

gate 363 while a third inverting .nput to the gate 386 '"onneciea

fourth inverting input oft^
The driver 391 and^^L%^£SSS^ with respect to the driver 390 and the gates 384, 40

40 the outputs from gates 368 tnrou9h
t
.

36
n

3^h
d^r'°„

u

a

ts from tne gates 360 through 365.

385 and 386 regarding interconnexion with the outputs^
connected in common

An inverted output from the driver 390 end an .nverte£^J™J^ tne ate382 and the inverted

to P
rovidethe'WoutputfortheCC111circurt.^

outputfromthegate383are<»nn^ 45

45 Column compressor 1 1 1
1

Input "S«
<
««

"rSJaS fsconnSto a second inverting input of the gate

common. The non-inverted outputfrom^
393 and an inverting input of another gate 396 The

.

invenjo^ P ^
commontotheinvertedoutputofmegate337 and^

.

inverted inputto the gate 394 and an inverted''^^S^^„B input of the gate 396. 50

50 387, is connected to an inverting input to '^^r^lnput of the gate 394 and an inverting

Gate 385 has its non-inverted output eonneetadto <"^^J^ t0 another inverting input of the

input of .notherget.397.Gat. 386 has^^^^iSSS^^Q^^^^^
Sn^Sn^ «

inverting input of mother gate 406. Gate38^
^pTf^ -

an inverting input of the gate 402, another inv rtmg.^

65 input ofthe gate 404 and an th r inverting input of the gate 407.
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1 n 1 k=c it* -q =" inout connected to another inverting input of the gate 403 and

Column compressor 111 has ,t^

:J* "^^^^g input ofanother gate 408.

another inverting input of the gate 404 as wen as an m « .

connected in common to an

The inverted outou^^
inverting inputtoanoherdn^ rtinginput fa 5

*eirnon-;nvert™^
inverting input connected to an invertec °«p™

.

h h b connected in common. The

connected to the inverted
JjPjJjjjj.K^.^^Srtln. input to the gate 400. Gate 399 10

1 0 non-inverted output from the driver 398 connecie°
0f the CC 1 1 1

.

and 400 have their inverted outputs»nn^2*^f t0 a different inverting input of a gate

Gates 406 and 407 each
J>™f" common to an inverting input of

409. The inverted outputs from these gates 406 *™™ a™™™C

t0 the non.inverted output from the driver

anothergate410.Gate410hasasecond.nvW 15

15 408. The inverted output of the dr.ver408 »f
MM'^^^^^ 1̂l̂ \» output forthe CC 111.

gates 409and410havetheirinverte^^^^^^^

The circuit of this invention provides a very hgh speeflhjiuii p « combined a new design f r

apparentlygreaterthanwereprevious^^^

a multiplication multiplexorw.^ 20

20 multiplication multiplexor£cludes '^m^

illustrative and shall not betaken in the limiting sense.

CLAIMS 30

30

array, thou* p.rall.l <WM<°*«'^:*\%?£^^J™M«,<: fbrconvrotfng Mid array

operation time; «^ aHHitinn nnaration uDon the compressed array from said

means. „„oratinn and arrav qenerating means includes a multiplication

™fC*«,« of Claim 2 wt,.raln saidcomp«*w« Mud.. .«*£.cow-or »na.«ed t

4. Thadn»ito.aaim1«h..^^^

50 compressors connected to the outputs ot saic p ura >
- operating time.

e%So
h

f Ciaim 6 wherein said p.ura.ity of column compressors each performs a parallel ^
55 compression of a plurality of inputs ™^£co|umn compressors each includes a plurality of gates

8.
ThecircuitofClaimywheremsadplurah^

each gate having at least one inverting input 3JJJtlon multiplexors each includes a plurality of

.r3S£«»— -

35

40

40

45

50
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illustrated in, the accompanying diagrammatic drawings.
u.„,;Mt :An rirrilit «,«

13 Any features of novelty, taken singly or in combination, of the binary multiplication circuit as

hereinbefore described with reference to the accompanying diagrammatic drawings.
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